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If you ask sellers to describe their place in a business structure, chances are they'll say something about being the last link in the supply chain. The fact is, they are modest. Products can be great. Services can be excellent. But big sellers can make or break a business. Given their importance, regular training is not just a good idea; It's critical. The company
that keeps its sales force informed and delivered with every resource it needs to do the job well will flourish. A very important resource is the sales manual. Ask your design team, desktop publishing guru or office workers who have a flair for creative projects to come up with a format for the manual. Ask them to choose signature colors, fonts, and formatting
styles that give your presentation a consistent, professional look with content ranging from data to graphs, charts, and other visual aids. Consider using a system with color-coded sections. For example, new product line introdutations for the coming year may be limited to a red section with page numbers starting at 1R. Start a yellow section on prices with 1Y.
This type of format allows you to add more material to the appropriate section, and if the pages fall out, you'll know exactly where they belong. Give one person responsibility for editing the contents of the sales literature. Collect the content submitted by staff contributors and handed it over to the author. This ensures that the entire presentation is written in the
same voice and style. Uniformity makes printed material easier to read and understand. Contact pag e- Includes the names and locations of those in the company who can answer questions about new products, promotions, incentives, commissions, and other sales-related questions. You can also include an updated list of sales force members so that
individuals can network with their colleagues throughout the year. New Strategies – Offer reps easy to digest ways to import and sell new goods. Use bullets to present marketing suggestions, press clippings, surveys, testimonials, and other background data. Include volume pricing guidelines and other incentives for the customer. Product photos and selling
points – Use large, sharp images of new products. Show each item's features and benefits on the page next to each image. View the products as they can be used in homes or businesses. Updated Price Guide - Vie at least one page for price updates. Reps don't like increases, but if they understand why prices have risen, they can come on board with less
reluctance. Whether it's labor costs in China, tariffs related to transportation or an increase in commodities, spell it out. Competitive review - Take the time to examine what competitors are doing so that reps aren't left out in the cold when taking the product on Pictures, new line line pricing statistics and other information can help reps counter arguments from
customers who are ready to say no to a sales pitch. Policies, practices, and protocols – Many of these business documents may already be in effect, but sellers need to know where they stand, and it's especially important for the newest members of the sales team to have this background information. If personal sales meetings have become too expensive,
consider putting your manual on a CD or in an MP3 format that can be played in the car while sellers are traveling. Repeated playback strengthens information and can save time and money. You can also use a DVD. Both could save a fortune on travel and lodging costs. Use the Internet to complete your sales training. PowerPoint presentations that contain
graphics and data can be sent to any representative before you hold a video conference. After the conference, reps can refer to the material on their computer or print it for future reference. Composition an archive of all your sales training manuals. They make good reference material and can help new employees understand past sales efforts. If personal
fitness is a key part of your life, you have talent or background in science and nutrition, and you love working with people, the personal education business may be for you. While most personal trainers accompany their clients to the gym, some potential customers such as frequent travelers or those who live in remote locations may only be able to use your
services via the Internet. They are your market for an online personal education business. Get certified as a personal trainer and gain other professional qualifications, such as a nutrition or exercise physiology degree that will help you provide a high quality and work experience. This will give credibility to your services, allow you to charge a higher rate, and
ensure that the advice you give is sound. Create a business plan. List of all start-up costs, including setting up your site, appointment planning and personal fitness tracking software, incorporation and filing fees, insurance premiums, video equipment, and marketing expenses. Also assess how many customers you can reliably handle at a time and how long
it will take to get each of your customers. Price your services competitively, based on your market expectations. If you are catering to professionals who travel internationally and are available to them around the clock based on their time zone, you may be able to charge more than the typical gym-based fee of $60-$70 per hour. Register or inted your
business, and create a business bank account and a credit card. Talk to a lawyer and accountant to make sure you have the correct insurance and liability waivers, and collect and file taxes Be sure to tell both of these professionals that you need to work work and thus your customers may be located in other states and countries. Collect the materials you
need to perform your training correctly. This may include links to websites with exercise descriptions and videos such as exrx.net, books or websites that present scientifically sound nutrition advice, a complete list of exercises that can be performed outside a gym or with minimal equipment, sample workout plans, and so on. Create your website and
marketing materials. Your website is your office as well as your ad, and should reflect the highest standards of quality. Fill it with information that is useful to your customers and spend time or money making sure there is professional, appealing and easy to use. Offer to write columns and articles for fitness websites such as Figure Athlete, and include links to
your site. By Ian Garfield Laptop and netbooks is the fastest growing segment of the computer market. But it takes extra training for some people to get familiar with laptops. Numerous free online laptop training methods are available. Laptop manufacturers such as HP, Apple and Acer offer free online videos and courses that can help make users familiar with
their computers. Online video sites have many tutorials for users. Publishers like O'Reilly offer a wealth of free tutorials and training for portable customers on their website. The smaller size of laptops and the alternative mouse/keyboard/function key schemes can make it difficult for some users to adapt to laptops. Think tanks, manufacturers and educational
institutions post information on the Internet about ergonomic-friendly laptop use. Proper weight, positioning and positioning (hint: not in the lap) are essential for new users of laptops. One of the fastest growing segments of free online laptop training is in the field of repair. Internet video sites have thousands of videos showing how to repair laptops.
Manufacturers and peripheral/accessory manufacturers also put laptop training information on the Internet to help educate users. This year alone, 7,000 Peace Corps volunteers landed in 76 foreign countries and embarked on ambitious projects aimed at changing the world - one village at a time. Largely working alone, Peace Corps volunteers take root in
uncharted territory and champion massive change initiatives, ranging from the installation of new irrigation systems to the implementation of AIDS education classes in public schools. They work with strangers who speak unknown languages and who have unknown beliefs. In short, they are agents of change working in some of the toughest and most
frustrating environments imaginable. Peace Corps volunteers undergo an intensive training program before embarking on their first assignment. Specialist in technical training Shari and cross-cultural specialist Raquel Aronhime works with hundreds of Corps volunteers every year, preparing them for culture shocks and related challenges associated with
working in an unknown environment. Fast Company spoke to Howe and Aronhime about the organization's advice and guidance for new recruits before, during and after they embark on global change initiatives. The following are six change-agent edicts from this conversation. Scrutinize your valuesVolunteous lug piles of luggage accumulated over the years
in playgrounds, classrooms, offices and social settings. No matter how open-minded or tolerant, every person who steps through the Peace Corps doors possesses preconceived notions of right and wrong, good and bad. The same is true in business. The first step to becoming an effective agent of change is to recognise these personal, ingrained beliefs and
values. Aronhime says this self-inspection is terribly necessary, but exceedingly challenging, for many first-time volunteers. How do you get a fish to describe the water it swims in? You often do not realize what you take for granted until you are placed in a strange culture. Your assumptions about work, time and power are ingrained from childhood, and are
not often challenged before you enter an uncomfortable environment. Common sense here is rarely common sense elsewhere. The Peace Corps invites its volunteers to ask themselves how they value time, how they prioritize different tasks, and whether they work well in group environments. You need to understand these issues before you can enter a new
community and work with new people in an effective way, says Aronhime. For example, many volunteers in countries with completely different concepts of time work. In the United States, we believe that time is money. Elsewhere, time doesn't rule people's lives. Often our volunteers will convene a meeting and none of the villagers will show up on time. A
volunteer who doesn't understand the cultural differences in the workplace might assume that people don't care and that they don't want to improve their lives when it's actually the furthest thing from the truth. A change agent can't take on anything. When new volunteers arrive at their destination, they are filled with energy and enthusiasm. Often the last thing
they want to do is sit back and take notes. But Aronhime says volunteers must combat the urge to hit the ground running - a slow crawl ultimately works much better than a full sprint. During your first two weeks on site, do not start calling meetings and making statements, Aronhime advises volunteers. Spend time observing your village and listening to people
talk about their lives. Slowly, you will identify some natural places where you can intervene and share some ideas. To gain confidence, you need to demonstrate a presence and show that you really learning as well as teaching. Build CapacityPeace Corps volunteers concentrate on building human capacity instead of building things - monuments to their work
that are gone or are useless for a few years, Aronhime says. The Peace Corps aims to leave behind not houses and hospitals, but carpenters and doctors. It maintains the principle that a truly effective change agent will train other agents of change to do bigger things than one person could ever achieve alone. We all want the Peace Corps to be here for a
long time, but in an ideal world we would work our way out of a job, Says Aronhime. The Peace Corps is working to eliminate itself by helping people around the world develop tools to achieve their goals. Ask for HelpAronhime and Howe have seen many well-meaning volunteers go off the rails by arriving at the stage for a change initiative and immediately
handing out orders or goals to the people on hand. They say that a change project must involve all stakeholders. The task of change is to bring communities together to examine their own needs, desires and initiatives, Howe said. The Peace Corps calls this process a community assessment. The organisation encourages volunteers to help local citizens set
their own goals and priorities, rather than forcing them into an already drawn-out plan. There's a big difference between getting to know what's good for you and finding out for yourself, says Aronhime. If those affected by a change initiative do not have a share and influence on the project, it will not succeed. People won't maintain a commitment that they don't
really believe in. Value Every step forwardFee of frustration and chaos often overpowers Peace Corps volunteers during their first few months in the field, Howe says. Successful change agents continue despite setbacks and allow their small successes to snowball into bigger results. It may not look like it at the time, but a small success is worth a million
dollars because it gives the volunteer and community members the opportunity to try a new project, Howe said. After a small victory, a volunteer may be able to make more suggestions because the locals will no longer think that the outsider is quite so crazy. Redefine Success DailyMost Peace Corps volunteers establish metrics to judge success before
embarking on their journey. Aronhime and Howe encourage volunteers to set goals for themselves, but they also encourage them to remain flexible and to redefine success over and over again as situations and expectations change. Often this is a difficult task for people who need to quantify their actions and their time in a tangible way. Some volunteers end
their stint with the Peace Corps thinking they didn't accomplish much because they don't some quantified, quantified, things, says Aronhime. We think it is very important for volunteers to recognise the good they did, so we hold conferences with all returning volunteers to help them identify their successes. Often they don't see that they achieved a great deal
by successfully negotiating a cross-cultural meeting, by teaching a child to read, by helping a woman start her own business, or by changing a person's view of Americans. Ideally, all volunteers would recognize their achievements in the field and would use the confidence and excitement generated by these successes to fuel more positive work. Aronhime
encourages agents of change in all areas to follow the example of the Peace Corps and to define success in a personal and productive way. The impact of the Peace Corps is often unquantifiable, she says. The way we define our success internally doesn't necessarily line up with the numbers we report to Congress. Contact Shari Howe
(showe@peacecorps.gov) and Raquel Aronhime (raronhime@peacecorps.gov) by email. E‑mail.
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